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About This Game

Heat Guardian is a hardcore top-down shooter set in a freezing world. You’ll have to travel through the dying lands to find the
one last stronghold of humanity – trying your best to stay alive. Deadly mutants, limited resources and even the world itself

make this journey a trial only the most skilled survivors can endure. In this grim place there is no easy way – prepare to fight for
your life!

Our world is dead. What’s left of humanity is scattered over the ruins of civilization consumed by the endless winter. Mutants
are the new dominant species – they hunt down everyone unlucky enough to survive the apocalypse. And you are one of those

who keep fighting for their lives amidst all the horror.

Surviving is a skill to master in Heat Guardian. Your foes are lethal and your ammo is scarce. On top of that you can’t escape the
main enemy – it’s in the air you breathe. Cold rules everything around and surviving means staying warm. Fail – and you’ll

freeze to death.

What makes Heat Guardian special?

Atmosphere. The world is dead, the remains of humanity are living their last days. Can you find a glimmer of hope in
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this cruel winter?

A full-scale story campaign. A dangerous journey split between 40 levels – sure it won’t be a brief ride.

Hardcore action. Mastering the game’s combat is a process of trial and error – you’ll see the ‘Game over’ screen a lot
before learning to fight back.

Surviving the endless winter. Keep yourself warm and count your ammo to stay alive in this harsh new world.

Post-Soviet aesthetic. Heat Guardian takes place on the ruins of Eastern Europe.

Tools of survival. More than 50 weapon types and tools to help you in your path.

Fight-till-you-die mode. Additional game mode for the diehards – how long can you last against endless waves of
enemies?

Travel through the dying lands of Heat Guardian and find the last stronghold of humanity!
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Title: Heat Guardian
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Denis Rudoy
Publisher:
Denis Rudoy
Release Date: 10 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 4850

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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nice game,but too many drop fps in this. need to fix this game. Fix the crashing.. Unfortunately the devs make it impossible to
enjoy this experience by combining some strange decisions, thereby missing the mark by a few inches.

Well done:
- Hinting at important facts. Very polished graphics and animations. Theoretically(*) super good VR immersion.

Bafflingly strange:
- (*)80% of the environment's lighting is fading into blackness\/dark mist - ergo: fly-screen optic effect in VR headsets present
all the time. Strange anti-Immersion tactics. (In VR it's looking darker than here on the screenshots.)
- The only nicely lit scene (representing the 'busy thought machinery' - using warm yellow-orange tones) preventing the fly-
screen effect in VR is quickly changed into dark+black again! I was ready to enjoy this sight during its first state, but what was I
hoping?! The devs had planned otherwise. Which leads to the next point:
- Color and lighting symbolism has been twisted around weirdly. During the narration you're ought to realize, that you can
perceive the world around you more clearly without the dimming nebula of your own thoughts. This should\/could be reflected
by a peaceful, more clear and relaxing scenery. But nah, they decided to do the opposite. As described in the point before:
'Being hindered by your own thoughts' is being represented by a warmly, yellow-orange lit machinery - but then the 'freedom of
thinking', aka 'coming to your senses' aka 'seeing everything clearly' is rather symbolized .. how? The warm lights are being
switched off and now you're staring into almost darkness. Voil\u00e0. Also at this point the narration goes on for (felt) 100
minutes, talking about 'seeing clearly, seeing unhinged, free' etc - while you're forced to look at an almost spooky, dark
environment. This comes over as mind blowingly strange.
- The fundamental message is good ("You're not your mind!", "Only the present moment really exists.") - but then it is narrated
at an unnecessary speedy pace, almost without pauses. You can't dwell on any of it. You can't let revelations sink in. It's being
hammered into your ears, nothing soothing about it. Constantly new lines with new revelations, new twists,
blahblahblahblahblahblah etc. forever. It's super counter-productive: the well meant insights ('letting go of your thoughts is
important' etc.) are here ought to be understood by having to comprehend and carefully listen to 108957 lines of text during a
very small window of time. Flabbergasting.
- The music sounds well made and not cheap - but it is 98% counter-intentionally emotionally loaded and fast paced - everything
else but calming the mind. In combination with the non-stop narration this becomes rather a burden to those looking for
relaxation. A constant rather high pressure on the eardrums.

...

The conveyed message is generally good and important for those who'll hear it for the first time in their lifes. But the way it's
implemented seems to be (ironically) not thought through very well.

An option to go on the ride after the first time - now without the narration and music is also a sadly left out opportunity.. Short!
But ok for the price. 3-5 hours fun, the game is easy. It's a light version of a dungeon crawler, not as good as "Grimrock" or
"Fall of the dungeon guardians". Expect nothing special, it's just fine for the price. The battlemechanics, that you can't dance
around the enemy, is weird, but ok.

Kurz! Aber für den Preis geht das in Ordnung, ca. 3-5 Stunden Spielspaß, das Spiel ist einfach. Es ist quasi eine leichte Variante
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von "Grimrock" oder "Fall of the dungeon guardians". Erwarte nicht viel, aber es ist ok für fünf Euro im Angebot (Angebot
kommt laufend). Die Kampfmechanik, dass man nicht ausweichen kann, ist eigenartig, aber auch ok.. 
http://youtu.be/2cWJMnAMfc0
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Could be a good game. Needs work.. It works! no cd-key problem.
Pretty simple game, Nice graphics and sound.
Worth every penny spent.
. Gets are bare pass in my book. The magnet controls are very well done and invite a lot of interesting level designs. There is a
bonus item to grab in each level which will challenge you since most of the main levels are not that hard. The cons are the player
controls are rather soft and the levels start feeling overly repetative. Also the price point is rather high, I would be a lot more
happy with 5 bucks.. So what is Magnetic by Nature ?

It's a puzzle platformer centered around one mechanic. Magnetism.
You can attract yourself to these magnets or attract them to you in order to position them properly to pass through the level. You
can repel yourself off them or repel the magnet itself into a favorable position. Depending on what series of levels you are doing
there are additional mechanics that interact with the magnets to offer more gameplay variety.

How dose it "feel" like ?

How can i describe this to you... it feels.. relaxing...harmonious if you will. It gives off a vibe i only found in Journey (yes i'm
willing to go that far!)
The graphics are simple but classy and don't steal you away from the game itself and the music sets the "laid back" atmosphere
of the game.

What am i supposed to do ? Where is the difficulty ?

Enjoy the experience, just sit back in the comfort of your chair or couch (fully playable with mouse and keyboard, keyboard
alone and 360 controller) and just go through the game without trying to achieve anything, just go with the flow.
Tiered after a long day at work ? had one of those days ? Want to take a blunt object and re-arrange your bosses anatomy ? Fire-
up MBN and unwind, belive it or not it can work wonders.
The difficulty dose not come in the shape of "how hard it is to pass a level" but in "how fast can you finish a level".

Story ?

Through a short but heart-warming intro that shows a little robot all alone and sad because he cant reactivate one of his robot
friends MBN got me more interested then triple-A 5 minute intros. I genuinely wanted to repower my sad looking robot friend.
Can't get that feeling in CoD now can you ?...
That's all i have to say because i don't want to spoil anymore.
In my opinion this is how "lore" should be done in a platformer, short, to the point and effective. Not many people play
platformers for the lore, most do it for gameplay... don't you ?

My thoughts ?

It's one of the few original releases i seen all year.
Considering the price, the feel, the look and the new mechanics... It's a no-brainer.
If you chose not to give it a shot then you will be missing out on a great experience.

For clearer view you can check out my first impressions video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPEC1zEnKpM&list=PLPu1MBLqtny7rnijEzJ3bPSEMepog_rOK. Vanilla side scrolling
platformer. When I altered the key bindings to do WASD and green light with Numpad enter key I encountered fatal bug where
I couldn't progress. Have 'green light on' shows green plank but game interprets as though a green wall in the way so can't jump
onto platform and can't go back - quite literally nowhere to go.

Why would default key bindings have people crossing over their hands at such awkward position and then upon changing it to a
standard form (WASD) it doesn't work?

Unless you're a contortionist the game is effectively only playable with a gamepad.
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